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ABSTRACT

Increased data throughput demands in military and avionics
systems has led to the development of an advanced, All-Bus
MIL-STD-1553 Instrumentation Monitor. This paper discusses
an airborne unit which acquires the information from up to 8
dual-redundant buses, and formats the data for telemetry,
recording or real-time analysis according to the
requirements of IRIG-106-86, Chapter 8.

The ALBUS-1553 acquires all or selected 1553 messages which
are formatted into IRIG-compatible serial data stream
outputs. Data is time tagged to microsecond resolution. The
unit selectively transmits entire or partial 1553 messages
under program control. This results in reduced transmission
bandwidth if prior knowledge of 1553 traffic is known.

The ALBUS also encodes analog voice inputs, discrete user-
word inputs and multiplexed analog (overhead) inputs. The
unit is provided in a ruggedized airborne housing utilizing
standard ATR packaging,

Keywords: MIL-STD-1553, Telemetry, Pulse Code Modulation
PCM), Real-Time Data Analysis

INTRODUCTION

Since the first application of the 1553 Bus in the early
1970’s, use of the Bus reached not only airborne vehicles
(which was the primary intent), but ground systems as well.
This wide acceptance of the Bus dictated the need, as well
as the level of sophistication required from testing and



monitoring equipments. With today’s complex vehicles,
coupled with the increase of processed data, it is not
uncommon to find three to eight buses per vehicle.

The asynchronous nature of the 1553 data does not lend
itself well to straight forward conditioning. This in turn
forced many engineers to develop various Bus Monitors to
solve specific requirements. Most Bus monitors required
preknowledge of 1553 data in order to preselect the
information of interest. These 1553 Bus Monitors were not
intended to cover unpredictable events on the bus, or to
diagnose avionics system problems.

IRIG has recognized the need for a AOne Hundred Percent@ 1553
Bus acquisition standard. However, formatting the 1553 data
into PCM for RF and recording is still required, IRIG-106,
Chapter 8 was a byproduct of this recognition. AYDIN
VECTOR’s ALBUS-1553 was developed to comply with chapter 8,
as well as to keep the selected data feature of the common
Bus Monitors.

This paper presents an overview of the general requirements
of IRIG-106, Chapter 8 and describes how the ALBUS-1553
handles specific Chapter 8 requirements. Also presented are
specific requirements beyond those presented in chapter 8.
and how the ALBUS addresses these.

IRIG-106, CHAPTER 8 OVERVIEW

IRIG-106-86, Chapter 8 addresses the acquisition of all the
traffic flowing an MIL-STD-1553 A or B data buses. The data
is formatted on a first-in / first-out basis so that all Bus
activity is captured. The formats described allow for up to
eight data buses to be handled by a single bus monitor.
Standards for both telemetry and tape recorder formats are
presented. The standard provides unique labeling for each
bus word (data, status, and command), provides
identification of each information source, and provides
extensive time tagging of events on the bus. The word format
defined by Chapter 8 is provided in figure 1. User outputs
of Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) and reconstructed MIL-STD-
1553 are described. Chapter 8 calls for asynchronous
embedding of data into a Astandard@ blank IRIG PCM frame
(Class II). Data reduction requires a compatible process to
utilize the data. The specific requirements for aircraft



internal time division command/response multiplex data bus
protocol are still guided by MIL-STD-1553 A/B.

ALBUS-1553 CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The ALBUS-1553 block diagram is provided in figure 2. It is
a MIL-STD-1553 Bus Monitor which supports both IRIG Chapter
8 (100% Bus data), and IRIG chapter 4 (Astandard@ PCM)
standards. The unit accepts up to eight (8) dual-redundant
MIL-STD-1553 inputs and provides several IRIG PCM data
streams for telemetry, tape recording or real time analysis,
Acquisition of mission voice, discretes and analog inputs is
also addressed.

TIME CODE AND TIME TAG

The time code provided in the chassis utilizes a
microcontroller (MPU). The MPU reads external parallel BCD
time or internally converted parallel BCD time from an
external IRIG-B AC source. A 10 millisecond interrupt cycle
is provided which:

a. Interrupts the MPU to read parallel BCD format, and
convert it to 32-bit straight binary format, or 32-bit
packed BCD format. At the end of the conversion, serial
time and its clock are placed in the backplane of the
unit for use by all modules within the ALBUS, and

b. Provides each module within the unit with a time
synchronization pulse which resets all of the local
microsecond counters.

The 32-bit time and the microsecond time are used to time
tag the frame formats of all modules to a resolution of
Amicrosecond of the year@. In addition, the microsecond is
used by the receiver modules to optionally time tag every
incoming 1553 command word.

CIRCUIT CARD DESCRIPTIONS

The ALBUS is a modular unit which uses five (5) circuit card
types:

1. 1553 Receiver card
2. 100% data merger card



3. Selected data merger card
4. Time code card
5. Built-in-test card

BUS RECEIVER CARD

The Bus Receiver card directly couples to a dual-redundant
MIL-STD-1553 data bus and provides from one to four streams
of chapter 8 PCM to the user. Selectable bit rates and a 1K
word FIFO buffer allow the output streams to normally
operate at lower bit rates depending on bus traffic. Each
card also acquires a 16-bit discrete word. Data acquired by
each bus receiver card is also buffered onto the unit’s
parallel backplane bus for use by the data merger card(s).  
The key features of the Receiver card are:

* Accepts one dual-redundant MIL-STD-1553 A/B Input
* Short/Long transformer coupling programmable by the user
* 16-bit discrete word inputs
* PCM frame format controlled by EPROM
* 4 user-programmable formats
* User-program inputs including

- Bus Identification
- Bit Rate
- Output Coding (NRZL, RNRZL, BIPL)
- Selective enable of bus data to the merger cards
- Selectable number of PCM substreams from 1 to 4

100% DATA MERGER CARD

The 100% data merger card collects data from all receiver
cards within the unit and provides a chapter 8 PCM output to
the user. The card also acquires one user voice input and a
16-bit discrete word. Selectable bit rates and a 1K FIFO
buffer provide protection from data loss. Any bus(es) may be
selectively disabled should the composite data rate from all
buses exceed the merger’s buffer capacity (at the desired
bit rate). Alternatively, the bit rate of the card can be
increased to improve throughput. The 100% merger card
operates independently from the selected data merger. The
key features of the 100% Data Merger card are:

* Accepts all 1553 data from all Receiver cards
* 16-bit discrete word inputs



* User voice input with programmable sensitivity and sample
rates
* PCM frame format controlled by EPROM
* 4 user-programmable formats
* User-program inputs including

 - Bus Identification for 100% Merger card data
 - Bit Rate
 - Output Coding (NRZL or RNRZL)

SELECTED DATA MERGER CARD

The selected data merger card selectively stores whole bus
messages in it’s RAM (64K word) according to an EEPROM based
message look up table. The PCM output provides STANDARD
POSITIONED data from the RAM as defined in EEPROM based
format table(s). The selected data merger operates
independently from the 100% data merger. The word format
developed for the Selected Data Merger data words is
provided in figure 3. Key features of the Selected Data
Merger card are:

* Accepts selected 1553 data from all Receiver cards
* PCM format length to 4,000 words
* User-program inputs including

 - Bit Rate
 - Output Coding (NRZL, RNRZL or BIPL)
 - Select from among four preprogrammed formats
 - Selective enable of 100% Merger card data to the

output

TIME CODE CARD

The time code card implements the overhead functions needed
by the ALBUS-1553. Overhead operations include three
separate functions:

1. Time code support via serial or parallel input
2. Handshake control between the receivers and merger(s)
3. EEPROM read/write of the selected data merger via

RS-232

Time code cards are available with either serial or parallel
time code inputs. The cards accept IRIG-B, AC time code
input or 40-bit parallel time code input. The card used a
80C31 MPU to provide parallel BCD to serial binary time code



conversions. The MPU also supports RS-232 programing of the
selected data merger’s EEPROM in a simple ASCII based
protocol. The key features of the Time Code card are:

* Serial IRIG-B. AC input
* Parallel 40-bit input
* Time resolution to 1 microsecond
* RS232 programming port

BUILT-IN-TEST CARD

The Built-in-test (BIT) card provides an optional health
verification method for preflight checkout. Self test of the
ALBUS is performed by sourcing simulated 1553 messages into
each Receiver card input and analyzing the resulting PCM
output. During each test message transfer, a reference data
word is compared to the resulting data word from the ALBUS
output. Successive comparisons are AND’d to form a composite
indication of the health of each of the Receiver cards
within the unit. A total of eleven (11) messages are used,
including all ten types of 1553 standard information
transfer formats. The results of the BIT are available as
discrete output indicators, or can be formatted into a PCM
data word for telemetry verification.

The key features of the Built-in-test card are:

* BIT sequence automatically initiated upon power up
* Independent verification of 90% of the internal ALBUS

circuitry
* BIT results available in discrete form or as a PCM word
* Discrete status outputs for each Receiver card indicate 

 - Simultaneous Bus traffic
 - Buffer overflow
 - Bus activity
 - Bus error

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The ALBUS is available in a ruggedized airborne housing with
dimensions of 7.5"W X 5.0"H X 11.5"D. Flange mounting or ATR
mounting configurations are available. Each chassis accepts
up to 11 user changeable cards depending on exact mission
requirements. The unit weighs approximately 20 pounds when
fully configured. Power requirements are +28VDC at 40 watts



per MIL-STD-704 aircraft power. A typical outline
configuration of the ALBUS is provided in figure 4.

RESPONSIVENESS TO CHANGING REQUIREMENTS

The ALBUS unit operates as a stand-alone Bus Monitor, or can
be made part of a distributed data acquisition system such
as the Vector ADAS-7000/8000. Most features of the ALBUS are
programmable by the user. The PCM frame format of the
Selected Data Merger can be programed via RS232. Frame
formats for each Receiver card and the 100% Data merger card
are programmed via user-removable EPROM.

Additional analog and discrete acquisition cards are
available which can be installed in the unit and encoded
into the Selected data merger card output stream. These
cards are combined with standard Receiver cards to form a
highly capable Bus Monitor/Data Acquisition system.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an overview of IRIG-106. Chapter 8
which addresses the acquisition of all MIL-STD-1553 data
flowing on up to 8 buses. The Vector ALBUS-1553 has been
presented as a solution for the requirements set forth in
chapter 8. Additional requirements beyond those found in
chapter 8 have been addressed.
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